SOCIAL MEDIA
TOOLKIT
Our Goals for OGF&B™–A Black Community Imperative
1
2

Empower youth voices to address social justice issues affecting Black communities
and inspire influencers, celebrities and the community at large to do the same
What is the social justice issue? Food and beverage companies and restaurants
disproportionately target Black communities with ads for their least healthy products
or meal options

3

Raise awareness of soul-satisfying joy that good food can have on our mental
and physical well-being

4

Start a lively discussion that mobilizes Black people of all ages to “consciously be for
good food”

5

We are using a positive approach to address this food justice issue. Please do not
“name and shame” others in your posts

Tips & Tricks When Posting on Social Media
It’s important to stay inspired and engage others in promoting OFG&B. Here are some
tips and tricks to keep in mind when posting to get the word out. See below for possible
content to download and share, or go to our social media sites directly to participate.

1

Tag @OGFandB and #OGFandB on Instagram and TikTok in captions and @OGFandB
in videos for amplification. Optional to include Council on Black Health social tags
(@council_bh on Instagram) for additional amplification

2

Use one of the sample posts as inspiration to tell your own story

3

Post on as many of your own social media platforms as you’d like —TikTok and
Instagram, in particular

Help Us Spread the Word!
Download the asset by clicking the desired image below. Post them on your Instagram and/or
TikTok—and don’t forget to tag @OGFandB and #OGFandB
WE WANT HEALTHY OPTIONS
OPTION 1: 70% of food and beverage advertising promotes unhealthy choices, like packaged food and sugary beverages.
OPTION 2: Children and teens now view, on average, >2 fast-food ads per day,
and Black youth view 75% more fast food ads than their White peers.
OPTION 3: The effects of unhealthy diets start young and can lead to chronic
diseases, poor mental health, and shortened lifespan.
#OGFandB #FoodForThought #Healthy #FoodJustice

THE OGF&B™ MISSION
Healthy eating is a radical act, and we need healthy options
for the long-term health of both ourselves and our communities.
Visit ogfandb.com to learn more.
#FoodForThought #Healthy #HealthyEating

HEALTHY HISTORIES
During the Civil Rights Movement, many Black activists chose plantbased diets as a pathway to Black health and liberation. How will you
feed today’s movement?
#OGFandB #FoodForThought #Healthy #FoodJustice

Help Us Spread the Word! (continued)

TAKE A SEAT AT THE TABLE
Looking for healthier options, healthier living, and ways your joy can
make a difference? We’re OGF&B, and we saved you a seat at our table.
#OGFandB

LIVE THE OGF&B™ LIFE
Eat Healthy. Be well. Change your world.
Discover more at ogfandb.com
#OGFandB #FoodForThought #HealthyEating

